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ABSTRACT 

 
A "matrimonial website" may resist the user's search for a mate. Now it is very difficult to find a life partner. The 

main purpose of this website is to find the life partner we like. Girls as well as boys can resist their profile and find 

soulmate. Anyone can keep up with your profile photo for no charge. There are two main modules on this site, 

namely Administrator Side and User Side. Any user can search the website without registration but only a registered 

user can show their interest to another user. This site has the full power of administrator to approve, edit, and delete 

user details. The user can upload their photo on the site after the administrator approves their registration. 

Registered users can log in to the site and even change their photo. 

Keyword : - soulmate, administrator, user etc…. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 The world is moving with the new generation, all businesses, educational systems, medical systems and 

many more are upgrading themselves to suit the new generation. So matching spouses are taken through online 

marriage sites by exchanging their photos through agents / brokers. Almost all of his / her expectations are met 

through the marital site. The main goal of the Matrimonial Web of Pleasure is to give grooms and brides the 

experience to create the perfect match by exploring the opportunities and resources to meet a real potential partner. 

This online matrimonial site enables registration, search, meetings and services on the Internet while maintaining a 

direct link with customers. 

 

As we all know, everyone wants a great companion for their life. Traditionally sometimes we haven’t found the 

perfect partner we want. Using our platform, everyone can easily find a partner there with a single click. The system 

introduces online couples based on “marriages” executed using a web application. 

 

After successful registration the user can easily find a partner, the user can register with their expectations The user 

has his own freedom to choose a partner based on their acceptance. The user will have their personal account where 

they can find partners, update profiles. With our purpose in mind, we have created world renowned online 

matchmaking services that will touch the souls of millions of people around the world. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
 
Nainika Seth, Ravi Patnayakuni “Online Matrimonial Sites and the Transformation of Arranged Marriage in India” 

[1], The advent of marital websites marks the introduction of new technologies into the complex social process of 

arranged marriages. In their design, mainly U.S. The online persona design model has been created in and is likely 

to have features with mirrors in a more Western social context of finding dates and partners. Websites offer users a 

wealth of personal profiles, more choices, the ability to search and filter, many-to-one communication, direct 

communication, and unambiguity among others. However, the adoption of such online services depends not only on 

the features and availability of the technology, but also on how the users have created and adapted the artwork that is 

suitable for the use of the technology. In addition, the images of these websites, testimonials, and close references to 

close family friends influencing such cases will also play an important role in the use of marital websites. Specific 

technical features related to arranged marriages in India such as caste, sub-caste and „hunda will play a role in 

determining whether these services are used and how they are used to combine such considerations. 

 

Sarbeswar Sahoo “Matrimonial” [2], Wanted Groom: Parents of Nambiar family in Kannur and Mumbai are looking 

for the right alliance for their 28 year old daughter, Star Chatayam (Sudhajatkam) MBA, working for MNC from 

well known Nambiar / Nair boys. Interested can contact on… (mobile number… and email…). Therefore, certain 

marital advertisements are given in the print media. The term "maternal" defined by the Oxford Dictionary Online as 

relating to marriage or married people and its origin is based on "Matter, Matt-" mother "from Latin Matrimonial via 

Old French: Old French‟, a common matchmaking process in contemporary India. Used as a reference, especially 

through advertisements in print and online media, through marriage bureaus and television marital life. Tried? Or; or 

"You must open a profile on one of the marital sites". This is mainly because of marital life ‟offers people a wide 

range of options to find the right partner for marriage. In fact, marital classifications and websites are becoming 

increasingly popular in the context of traditional social networks and the growing movement of people. The Internet 

and Mobile Association of India reports that profile uploads on marital sites increased to 1.9 million in January 201. 

0.8585 million in January 2011 - an increase of 1,130 per cent year-on-year. 

 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The world is moving with the new generation, all businesses, educational systems, medical systems and many more 

are upgrading themselves to suit the new generation. So agents / brokers match their spouses by uploading their 

photos through online marriage sites. 

 

4. ARCHITECTURE  

 

Fig -1: Architecture of Matrimonial Website 
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 In this architecture, first register user to matrimonial website. After registration, fill all the required 

information to the website. User search the matches profile and send request to the matched profile. Admin can see 

the user matches profile request and send the profile information to the user. 

  

5. MODULE DESCRIPTION  

1. User Module:  

 This module of the application deals with the user interface/user experience. This module provides the user 

with the flexibility of registering, logging in, booking. If the user is new to the application then, the user must 

register in the application by providing the user‟s details. After the registration, the user logs in using the user-id and 

password. Once the user logs in, then the user can order products by their interest.  

It has sub modules like,  

1. Home  

2. Search  

3. Profile / Login  

 

 
Fig -2: User Module 

 

2. Admin panel : 

  

 a. Login: The system is under supervision of admin who manages the orders made.  

 b. Requests: Approve the users requests.  

 c. Manage accounts .  
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           i. Delete account: Admin can delete any account.  

          ii. Edit Profile: Admin can edit profile.  

 d. Profile: Admin can see or update their profile.  

 

 

Fig -5: Admin Panel 
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